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I. The meeting was called to order at 7:30 p.m. 

Name Role Present 

Charlie York Member  

Bill McKinney Member  

Christine Hamilton  Member  

Cindy Raspiller Advisor – Library Trustee  

John Quinlan Advisor – Selectmen  

Anne Dodd Advisor – Daland Trustee  

Bonnie Angulas Advisor – Library Director  

Jill Weber Advisor – Daland Trustee  

Jane-Holly Weintraub Daland Trustee  

Scott Foster Daland Trustee  

II. Public Comment 

● No public comment.  
I. Review Minutes – 12/08/2022 – LBC 

● Hamilton moved and York seconded.  Minutes were approved 
unanimously. 

● Dodd asked for clarification to assure that DSK had responded to a 
structural question that Erin mentioned as she did not see it among 
the questions included in the DSK document included in the 12/08 
minutes.  Action - Raspiller 

II. MVFD Code Interpretation 

● McKinney/Dodd reviewed the 12/20 meeting with MVFD to discuss 
the fire code interpretation.  Both felt the meeting went well.  
McKinney stated that while the MVFD feels that municipal buildings 
should have sprinkler protection, they were not able to point to any 
code requirements other than potentially relaying on the NFPA1 
requirement for an adequate water supply for firefighting.   
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● MVFD did agree that the building is not “mixed use” and that they 
would rely on the occupancy calculations as provided by the 
architect.  This occupancy is consistent with tother design 
parameters such as the number of parking spaces and the number 
of restrooms.   

● MVFD further agreed that the building is not planned or designed as 
an emergency shelter.   

● MVFD was unable to answer any questions about the necessary fire 
flow calculations or to explain why they felt the necessary cistern 
size would be different if located within the building (3,000 gallons) 
instead of buried externally (30,000 gallons). 

● McKinney reminded the group that, as the Authority Having 
Jurisdiction (AHJ), MVFD has wide latitude to require sprinklers if he 
chooses.   He then described potential means of assuring adequate 
water for firefighting by means other than sprinklers – including the 
proximity to Carleton Pond (~750 feet) and changing the “Run 
Card” for the library to specify additional tankers be called in 
immediately in the event of a structural fire. 

● Dodd expressed concern that the sprinkler system that the MVFD 
described isn’t appropriate.  It isn’t feasible to redesign the building 
to house the system indoors and the PVC piping they suggested 
cannot be used above the ceilings.  She noted that MVFD is 
suggesting a single-phase pump which may not be adequate to 
produce the GPM they are suggesting and there is no three-phase 
power available. 

● McKinney believes that we should proceed on parallel paths to 
obtain a budgetary estimate on a sprinkler system as specified by 
DSK (attachment 1) to compare with the quote promised by 
Crocker of MVFD, while also pursuing a variance from the State Fire 
Marshall.  If the sprinkler cost is not prohibitive, it could then be 
added to the project and included in the Warrant Article.  Action 
York/McKinney 

● Dodd suggested that if the variance process is successful the 
sprinkler system could then be incorporated into a second Warrant 
Article to see if the voters felt the added expense was warranted. 

● Raspiller clarified that the issue is NOT life safety.  The building as 
designed has more than the required number of exits and most 
areas have direct access to an exit.  A sprinkler system would be 
primarily a means to limit fire damage to the building structure. 
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● McKinney noted that the building is designed using Fire Treated 
Resistive (FTR) wood, which is not required, but will slow the spread 
of any future fire. 

● There has been no feedback to date on the meeting notes shared 
on 12/21.  Although Crocker promised a formal quote on the system 
proposed by MVFD, no due date was discussed.  Action Dodd 

● Raspiller alerted the group that all this additional work for DSK to 
respond to the MVFD has now consumed the $7K of contingency 
funding available from the 2022 Warrant Article and that alternate 
funding will be required for any additional work.  The Library Trustees 
do have access to some funding through the Trustee of the Trust 
Fees and have asked DSK for an estimate to cover need work 
between now and Town Meeting. 

III. Soft Costs 

● Hamilton reviewed the list of soft costs that has been developed to 
date.  York suggested that this could be best tracked by using a 
Google Doc or Sheet that actionees can update in real time. 
Action Hamilton 

1. Contingency – $TBD after bids are reviewed 
• Building committee needs to settle on a number we're 

comfortable carrying.  Dodd recommends 5-10%. 

2. Testing and Inspections – $? 
• Need to populate a list of required testing and inspections (as 

required by state of NH) and estimate associated costs. Will 
include concrete, rebar placement, trusses, engineered 
products and other required inspections.  – Action Raspiller 

3. Independent Project Supervisor – $? 
• Dodd has provided contacts for this.   

4. Design and Engineering Fees – $370,000  
• As estimated by DSK in September, should check back with 

DSK to confirm we're still on track. – Action Raspiller 
5. Furniture Allowance – $145,000  

• As estimated by DSK in September, should check back with 
DSK to confirm how solid these numbers are, as well as who 
will be ordering. – Action Raspiller 
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6. Audio-Visual and Data Package – $? 
• Angulas has contacted Dick Lambert (who services MV and 

other libraries); He will provide proposal in January based on 
program requirements.  Need to share the DSK link with 
Lambert and send him a skinnied down version of the specs 
and set up a meeting prior to our 1/11/23 meeting. – 
Action Angulas/Hamilton 

7. Utility Allowance – $10,000  
• DSK estimated $15K, but Dodd/Hamilton believe we can 

reduce it to $10K due to the limited number of utilities in play.  
Will include Eversouce and Internet.   

8. Solar System Estimate – $85,000  
• Raspiller forwarded DSK's estimate from Revision Energy. 

Hamilton will get a comparable estimate from Granite State 
Solar.  Hamilton will also connect with Spencer Lovette of 
MVLCF.  Lovette has had conversations with Chris Kolb of 
HAREI regarding the potential for HAREI to supply labor and 
possibly equipment as a community service project. – 
Action Hamilton 

9. Well Estimate – $18K  
• The well work is not currently included in the construction 

documents. Dodd got this estimate from Skilling and Sons. 

10. Signage Allowance – $5K?  
• DSK estimated $5K.  The PD recently replaced their sign that 

matches other similar signs in town.  Because the road will 
serve both the cemetery and the library, it’s not appropriate 
to put a monument library sign on Grand Hill Road.  Angulas 
suggested emulating New Boston where they have the 
standard blue library sign at the intersection with Hwy 13 and 
have a sign that matches other town building signs nearer the 
library.  We also need the sign on the building itself based on 
the revised design from DSK.  Hoping to use the same font as 
the current sign above the door of the current building.  
Interior signage is included in the RFP.  Karen Mitchell should 
have the details on the recent purchase since the Trustees of 
the Trust Funds provided funding for the new sign for the PD.  
It would make sense to have the same vendor quote both 
signs. -– ACTION REQUIRED  
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11. Weathervanes – $20K  
• York has a budgetary quote from a Boston artist for $12K per 

weathervane for unique artisan creations.  As we get closer, 
we can firm up both the design of the weathervanes and the 
cost.  The DSK drawings show a visualization of the library 
logo, but the consensus was that this decision hasn’t been 
made.     

IV. Future Meeting Schedule 

● 2023 meetings are scheduled weekly on Wednesdays beginning 
1/11/2023 and continuing through 3/8/2023. 

V. Action Items 

● Raspiller – Clarify whether the structural question Dodd referenced 
was addressed in the 12/08 DSK document. 

● York – Contact potential sprinkler contractors to request a 
budgetary estimate based on the scope provided by DSK 
(attachment 1) by January 11th.  Piping should all be schedule 40 to 
avoid known failure issues related to schedule 10 piping.   

● McKinney – Begin the process for obtaining a variance from the 
State Fire Marshall in the event that the cost of the sprinkler system is 
greater than anticipated by MVFD.   

● Dodd – Follow up with 12/20 meeting attendees to assure they 
concur with the notes shared via email (attachment 2) and to 
determine whether the cost estimate promised by Crocker during 
the meeting will be available for the 1/11/23 LBC meeting. 

● Hamilton – Develop a Google Doc to track progress on itemizing 
Soft Costs. 

● Raspiller – Request that DSK provide a “Schedule of Special 
Inspections” to assist in developing the soft costs inspections line 
item. 

● Raspiller – Verify future design costs with DSK.  Is the $370,000 still 
accurate and what does it include? 

● Raspiller – Request that DSK clarify what is included in the furniture 
allowance they developed and identify highlight anything similar 
that is included in the RFP (example Kitchen appliances).  

● Angulas – Schedule a 1/9/23 meeting with Hamilton and Dick 
Lambert to review the AV/Data spec.   

● Hamilton – Develop a simplified spec for the 1/9/23 AV meeting. 
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VI. Agenda Items for Next Meeting  

III. Meeting adjourned at 9:18 p.m. 
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Fire Protection Schematic Pricing Narrative  

System Description  
x Provide a complete sprinkler system for the entire building. The building shall require a 

fire pump, including a water source, in addition to the sprinkler system. System will be 
designed in accordance with NFPA 13, NFPA 20, NFPA 22, and the New Hampshire 
building code. 

o The system will be a wet type system with a wet alarm check valve assembly.  
o Fire department connection shall be located outside the building. 
o A fire pump and associated equipment shall be provided per NFPA 20.  
o A generator shall be required to provide backup power to the fire pump.  
o A below grade water tank shall be provided to feed the fire protection system per 

NFPA 22.  
o The fire protection water service shall be 6” and enter the building in the 

mechanical room.  
x Design Criteria 

o The system will be designed for Light Hazard Occupancy, except for the 
mechanical, and storage spaces, which will be Ordinary Hazard. 

x Water Source: 
o There is no municipal water service to serve the system.  
o A below grade water tank shall be provided onsite. Tank shall be sized to provide 

150% of fire pump rated capacity for 15 minutes. The tank shall be approximately 
12,000 gallons.  

o Tank shall be installed below grade such that tank is not subject to freezing. If 
tank is not installed below frost line, a method to ensure water supply does not 
freeze shall be provided.  

o Tank shall be equipped with anti-vortex plate assembly at tank discharge.  
x Fire Pump and Vault 

o A below grade concrete vault shall be provided and located adjacent to the water 
tank. The vault shall be insulated and heated to ensure a temperature above 
40˚F is maintained.  

o The vault shall contain all fire pump and associated equipment.  
o An electric, 500 GPM, 30 horsepower, vertical inline, fire pump shall be provided. 

The pump shall be by Peerless Pumps. The pump shall deliver not less than 
150% of rated capacity at a pressure not less than 65% of the rated pressure.   

o A vertical multistage Grundfos Jockey Pump shall be provided.  
o A fire pump controller and jockey pump controller shall be provided.  
o The fire pump shall be supervised by the fire alarm system with addressable 

monitoring devices including fire pump running, fire pump power loss, fire pump 
phase reversal.  

x Generator: 
o A generator shall be required to provide backup power for the fire pump and 

associated equipment.  
o A generator has already been specified as part of the project. The generator 

capacity shall be increased to accommodate the fire pump load.   
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  Mont Vernon Library – FP Schematic Pricing Narrative  Page 2 

x Materials 
o Sprinkler piping 

� Greater than 2” pipe diameter: 
x Schedule 10 black steel pipe with grooved fittings  

� Less than or equal to 2” pipe diameter: 
x Schedule 40 black steel pipe with threaded fittings.  

� Concealed piping may be CPVC when used in accordance with its listing. 
o Sprinkler head type 

� All sprinkler heads shall be quick response type. 
� Horizontal flat ceiling areas (e.g. gypsum wall board or acoustical ceiling 

tiles) – concealed pendent sprinklers.  
� Areas with exposed structure – exposed, upright sprinklers.  
� Unfinished areas (mechanical rooms) - exposed, upright sprinklers. 
� Concealed combustible sprinkler shall be provided in all areas where 

required per NFPA 13. 
 

END OF NARRATIVE 
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 DRAFT 

 December     20,     2022 

 Meeting     with     DSK     Team,     MVFD     Team     and     Daland     Building 
 Committee     Team 

 Subject:     Discussion     of     Fire     Protection     System     for     the     New     Daland 
 Memorial     Library     Building 

 Attendees:     Erin     Cusker,     Kevin     Hastings,     Chief     Jay     Wilson,     Rick     Crocker, 
 Norm     Skantze,     Bill     McKinney,     Anne     Dodd     [Scribe] 

 Bill     led     off     with     an     introduction     noting     the     letters     from     Chief     Wilson,     DSK, 
 and     the     Daland     Library. 

 Erin     described     three     DSK     responses     to     the     MVFD     letter. 
 1.  Use     of     the     building     as     an     “Emergency     Shelter”     -     noting     that     the 

 building     has     not     been     designed     as     Risk     Category     4     and     would     not 
 meet     FEMA     requirements     as     an     Emergency     Shelter. 

 Jay     responded     that     he     expected     the     building     to     be     available     to     be 
 used     as     a     temporary     shelter,     as     are     all     Town     buildings,     but     it     is     not 
 expected     to     meet     FEMA     standards. 

 2.  The     building     was     designed     as     a     Library     using     Type     5B,     Use     3A 
 with     a     single     tenant     and     not     as     a     mixed     use     facility.     Since     it     is     under 
 10,500     sqft,     the     Code     does     not     require     a     Fire     Protection     Sprinkler 
 System.     It     is     a     wood     structure     with     the     wood     structure     fire     treated 
 per     specification.     This     process     does     not     provide     a     time     rating     for 
 fire     resistance. 

 Discussion     ensued     during     which     Norm     shared     that     the     MVFD     team 
 does     not     agree     that     the     building     is     single     use.     The     Codes 
 governing     the     building     are     complicated     -     IBC     vs     NFPA.     The     MVFD 
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 team     does     not     know     why     a     Fire     Protection     System     was     not 
 included     in     the     design. 

 3.  Capacity     of     the     building     as     designed     and     calculated     by     DSK     is     240 
 maximum.     Parking     is     limited     to     33     spaces,     the     septic     system     and 
 sanitary     facilities     were     designed     for     that     capacity.     Fixed     furnishings 
 limit     the     capacity     of     the     spaces.     This     may     not     have     been 
 considered     in     the     MVFD     calculations. 

 Discussion     ensued     during     which     the     closeness     to     the     300     capacity 
 limits     cause     the     MVFD     to     prefer     to     err     on     the     side     of     caution. 
 Protecting     the     Town’s     asset     is     the     MVFD     goal.     Since     there     is     no 
 Municipal     water     source,     the     Authority     Having     Jurisdiction     believes 
 that     the     Fire     Protection     System     is     required.     There     is     concern     that 
 on     Grand     Opening     Day     the     maximum     capacity     would     be 
 exceeded. 

 Other     topics     were     discussed     including     the     rarity     of     accidental     discharges 
 causing     damage,     anecdotal     instances     of     occupancy     limits     being 
 violated,     other     projects     in     Town     and     not,     the     lack     of     Fire     Protection 
 Sprinkler     System     in     the     Mont     Vernon     Village     School. 

 Rick     added     that     he     has     an     estimate     from     a     contractor     that     the     work     could 
 be     accomplished     for     $40,000.     This     work     would     require     taking     over     1,200 
 sqft     of     the     Library     building     for     the     single     phase     electric     fire     pump     and     3     - 
 1,000     gallon     water     tanks.     The     MVFD     team     can’t     understand     why     this 
 would     not     be     included     in     the     project.     [It     is     unknown     what     type     of     piping 
 was     included     in     this     estimate     but     Rick     and     Norm     think     that     CPVC     piping 
 might     be     acceptable     -     except     at     ceilings     with     Mechanical     equipment 
 above,     these     would     need     to     become     rated     ceilings.] 

 Erin     shared     that     her     team     is     not     opposed     to     a     FP     Sprinkler     System     but 
 she     believes     the     estimated     cost     would     be     approximately     $200,000.     This 
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 would     include     an     outbuilding     for     the     fire     pump,     a     3,000     gallon 
 underground     cistern,     and     black     iron     piping.     Upsizing     the     emergency 
 generator     may     be     required.     [Chief     Wilson     shared     that     would     not     accept     a 
 3,000     gallon     underground     tank,     he     would     require     30,000     gallon 
 capacity.] 

 Rick     said     he     had     shared     a     list     of     recommended     FP     contractors     with     the 
 Town     but     it     was     not     known     if     these     had     been     shared     with     the     Library 
 Building     Committee. 

 It     became     clear     that     a     project-specific     estimate     is     needed.     Erin     will     share 
 the     latest     documents     in     .pdf     format     with     the     MVFD     team     and     Rick     will     ask 
 his     resources     to     provide     a     written     quote.     Rick     has     generously     offered     to 
 review     the     proposals     obtained. 

 Chief     Wison     indicated     that     he     is     likely     to     accept     the     DSK     maximum 
 capacity     number     of     240     for     the     building     if     the     FP     Sprinkler     System     is 
 installed.     We     will     all     work     with     the     Building     Inspector     to     make     sure     the 
 DSK     capacity     will     be     used,     avoiding     revision     to     plumbing     fixture     count 
 and     the     septic     system. 

 Erin     suggested     a     way     forward:     Having     the     Library     Building     Committee 
 proceed     with     receiving     the     Construction     Manager     bids     the     first     week     of 
 January,     selecting     a     CM     with     whom     to     work,     and     pricing     the     added     FP 
 Sprinkler     system     and     building     addition     required     to     house     the     equipment. 

 All     parties     expressed     the     willingness     to     work     together     to     bring     the 
 challenge     to     the     best     solution. 
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